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Safe Humanoid RobotsSafe Humanoid Robots

� Low level safety
◦ Momentum
◦ Compliance

� Mid level� Mid level
◦ Avoidance
◦ Reflexes

� Behavioural Safety
◦ Situational understanding
◦ Predictability – likeness to humans
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The ROBOSKIN ProjectThe ROBOSKIN Project

� FP7 STREP
◦ Project start: May 1st, 2009
◦ Duration: 36 months
◦ EU funding 3.5 M€
Targets� Targets
◦ Explore technologies for realising robot 

skin
◦ Develop skin prototypes
◦ Apply the skin to iCub, Nao and Kaspar

robots 
◦ Investigate skin-related interactive tasks 
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ROBOSKIN TechnologiesROBOSKIN Technologies
� Touch sensors covering a large area of the 

body
� Initial prototype based on iPhone touch 

sensors
� Deformable triangle mesh with 12 sensors � Deformable triangle mesh with 12 sensors 

per 3x3x3 cm triangle
� Up to 300 ‘taxels’ per sensor
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ROBOSKIN ApplicationsROBOSKIN Applications

� Generic tactile behaviours
� Skin-based programming by 

demonstration
� Skin-based robot assisted play� Skin-based robot assisted play
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The ROBOSKIN consortiumThe ROBOSKIN consortium
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Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale 
de Lausanne

EPFL Switzerland Prof. Aude Billard

Italian Institute of Technology IIT Italy Prof. Giorgio Metta

University of Hertfordshire UH
United 
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Prof. Kerstin Dautenhahn

University of Wales Newport UWN
United 
Kingdom

Dr. Torbjorn Dahl

Università di Cagliari UNICA Italy Prof. Annalisa Bonfiglio
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Call: Robot Skin Application!Call: Robot Skin Application!
� Identify potential partners for developing 

specific applications for the skin

� For further information please contact 
Professor Giorgio Cannata, University of 
Genoa, Italy (giorgio.cannata@unige.it)
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Human SkinHuman Skin
� Skin sensory modalities 

include
◦ temperature (thermal 

receptors)
◦ pressure (e.g., Ruffini◦ pressure (e.g., Ruffini

corpuscles)
◦ vibration (e.g., Meissners

corpuscles)
◦ pain (nociceptors)

� Withdrawal reflexes are 
triggered by thermal, 
mechano and chemo 
receptors 9



Human ReflexesHuman Reflexes
� Reflexes are the simplest level of sensor-

motor integration in biological entities
� The reflex arc connects sensors and 

effectors through the spinal chord without 
involving the brain
◦ the pupilary light reflex reduces the diameter of ◦ the pupilary light reflex reduces the diameter of 

the pupil in response to light intensity
◦ the primitive grasp reflex closes a baby’s hand 

when something touches their palm
� The brain can modulate/inhibit polysynaptic 

reflexes
� This ability to inhibit reflexes increases with 

age
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NociceptiveNociceptive Withdrawal Withdrawal 
ReflexReflex
� One of the simpler polysynaptic 

reflexes
� Involves a small number of muscles
� Reflex duration and amplitude is � Reflex duration and amplitude is 

dependent on the intensity of the 
stimulus

� The effect is strongly habituated
� The effect of this reflex is increased 

during voluntary movements 
compared to static body postures 
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Reflex Receptive FieldsReflex Receptive Fields

� Each reflex has a 
receptive field that 
controls a small group of 
musclesmuscles

� Response is reduced 
towards the edge of the 
field
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Capturing and Representing Capturing and Representing 
MotionMotion
� Motion Capture Technologies
◦ Vision based systems (VICON)
◦ Mechanical systems (Gypsy-6)
◦ IMU-based systems (IGS/Xsens)

� The Biovision Hierachical (BVH) � The Biovision Hierachical (BVH) 
format
◦ A header section defines:

� Hierarchical skeleton
� Initial pose
� Frame number and time
◦ The data section provides

� A set of translation matrices for each joint for 
each frame
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Reflex Capture Experiments Reflex Capture Experiments 

� Exploring unknown features
◦ Muscle engagement versus passive 

dynamics
◦ Receptive fields for different reflexes
◦ Effects of subject knowledge of impact

� Gathering data for modelling and 
benchmarking
◦ Provide generic protective reflexes
◦ Provide benchmarks for protective 

reflexes 
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ScenariosScenarios

� We want to capture and model both 

Scenario Goal oriented Balance 
maintenance

Reaching Yes No

Standing No Yes

� We want to capture and model both 
the perturbation and the following 
recovery

� These are probably two separate 
mechanisms
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Capturing Reflex MetricsCapturing Reflex Metrics

� Trajectory – Gypsy-6 motion capture 
suit
◦ Poses, duration

� Impact – Sensitised obstacle/impact � Impact – Sensitised obstacle/impact 
tool (bespoke)
◦ Force, duration

� Task – Sensitised target (Eee pad/top)
◦ Speed, accuracy
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Experimental SetupExperimental Setup
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Impact ToolImpact Tool
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Formalising the ProcessFormalising the Process

� Unpredictability
◦ The subjects eyes and ears will be 

covered
◦ Impact will take place after a random 

amount of time/trials

� Applicability
◦ Impacts, target and obstacle positions are 

formalised relative to the subject’s 
position and proportions
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Interrupted ReachingInterrupted Reaching

� We want to compare interrupted and 
uninterrupted motions 
◦ Blindfold is applied after n trials
◦ The obstacle is introduced after n+(1+m)

trials where m is a small random number trials where m is a small random number 
less than 3 (in order to reuse subject for 
multiple trials)

� Data is recorded
◦ From given (preferably automated) start 

signal
◦ Until target or maximum time reached
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Reaching Impact LocationsReaching Impact Locations
# Location Starting

Position
Target Location Stimulus Location

1 Upper arm, 0 
degrees 
(bicep)

Arm held 
down, parallel 
with the body, 
palm facing 
inwards

At subject’s elbow 
height, ¾ of the arm’s 
length (AL) away
from shoulder when 
the lower arm is 
raised forward (pitch) 
90 degrees

Just (5cm) above the biceps 
muscle, handle parallel to 
subject’s lower arm in the y-z 
plane, coming down from 
above allowing the subject to 
reach around the stimulus
to the left or right90 degrees to the left or right

2 Upper arm, 
90 degrees 
(outside)

As 1 As 1, at shoulder 
height

¼ AL away, just below 
shoulder height, handle as in 
1

3 Lower arm, 0 
degrees
(palm side)

As 1, palm 
facing 
forwards

At subject’s elbow 
height, ½ AL in front

Just (5cm) in front of the 
subject’s lower arm, handle as 
in 1

4 Lower arm, 
90 degrees 
(little finger 
side)

As 1 At subject’s elbow 
height, ¾ AL in front
and out to the side

½ AL in front and just (5cm) 
short of ¾ AL the side, handle 
as in 1
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Passive StandingPassive Standing

� The subject is impacted (poked) with 
the impact tool at a random location 
after a random time

� Data is recorded� Data is recorded
◦ From time of impact
◦ Until the subject is within a preset 

proximity to the original pose 
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Standing Impact LocationsStanding Impact Locations

� All impacts happen with subject 
standing straight, arms down, feet one 
shoulder width apart

# Impact Location
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# Impact Location

1 Shoulder, horizontal from front, parallel to the zagital plane

2 Shoulder, horizontal from side, parallel with shoulders

3 Middle of back, horizontal from behind, in the zagital plane

4 Middle of chest, horizontal from front, in the zagital plane

5 Side of hip, horizontal from the side, parallel with shoulders

6 Front of hip, horizontal from the front, parallel to the zagital
plane



ResultsResults

� Motion in the form of a bvh file
� Impact recording in terms of time-

stamped force samples
� Accuracy of reaching in terms of x and � Accuracy of reaching in terms of x and 

y offset from target
� Duration of trial
� Proportions and weight of subjects
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Standardising the ResultsStandardising the Results

� We will look for correlations between 
the speed/impact and size/weight

� If a correlation is found, the results will 
be normalised according to the size be normalised according to the size 
and weight of the subjects

� Other features such as speed, 
strength and flexibility will not be 
considered initially
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Generalising Reflex DataGeneralising Reflex Data
� Algorithms from GC already exist for retargeting 

motion
◦ Based on frame-by-frame IK adjustments
◦ Allows constraints in space and time

� Generalising impact force
◦ Develop  force-based retargeting constraints◦ Develop  force-based retargeting constraints
◦ Explore biomechanical packages, e.g., Coda-3
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Benchmark ElementsBenchmark Elements
� A standardised (detailed and unambiguous) 

problem
◦ The formalised experiments

� Performance metrics
◦ Impact force and duration
◦ Speed and accuracy of task◦ Speed and accuracy of task
◦ Motion deviation (trajectory error)

� Performance values from existing solutions
◦ Data from humans
◦ Data from our implementation on the iCub and 

Nao robots
� No data sets due to interactive data
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General BenchmarksGeneral Benchmarks

� Performance will rely on platform 
kinematics and dynamics

� Provide
◦ Raw human data◦ Raw human data
◦ Standardised human data
◦ Human data translated to iCub and Nao
◦ Reproduction data from iCub and Nao
◦ Retargeting tools for translating data to 

other humanoid platforms
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